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Project information

Project: Computer Science Building, Queen’s University Belfast 

Location: Belfast, Northern Ireland

Main contractor: O’Hare & McGovern Ltd | www.ohmg.com 

Façade contractor: Omagh Aluminium Systems Ltd | www.oasltd.net 

Internal balustrades: A-MET Engineering Ltd | www.ametengineering.com

Glass laminator: GlasSeal (NI) Ltd | www.glasseal.co.uk

Project year: 2016

Featured product: Vanceva® interlayers     0666       5653       4274       00C5       08E1    

(Visit vanceva.com/color and type in the color code to view optical, solar, thermal, and color properties.)

Photo credit: © GlasSeal

Architects/Designers

Firm: Kennedy Fitzgerald Architects LLP | www.kennedyfitzgerald.com 



 

Binary code never  
looked so extraordinary.

Vanceva® adds designer touch to computer 
science building at Queen’s University Belfast.

Computer science students at Queen’s University Belfast may 
now be the envy of the entire student population. Their building, 
designed in the 1970s, now sports the ultimate makeover: 
brilliantly colored glass fins now cover the once dreary façade 
and bold hues flicker throughout the interior of the building. 
The inspiration for the redevelopment of the Bernard Crossland 
Building at Queen’s University Belfast came from within 
the building’s intended purpose—the study and research of 
computer science. 

Multicolored Vanceva® interlayers were used extensively both 
inside and out at the new Computer Science Lab. The building’s 
original 1970 concrete cladding was stripped away with portions 
of the building demolished. Working within the original space, a 
link bridge was added that connects the buildings at 14 and 16 
Malone Road. This redevelopment of the building’s original space 
provides a more expansive interior for classrooms, computer 
laboratories, interactive lecturing space, project spaces, technical 
support, office accommodation, and study/lounge areas.  

For the exterior façade, the Vanceva laminated fins that 
Kennedy Fitzgerald Architects used to visually create digital 
code are striking in both sunlight and when illuminated at night. 

Extensive glazing at the front elevation and the bridge link 
gives the building an updated look and creates a beautiful new 
landmark on the campus. 

The brightly colored glass theme continues inside. Natural light 
brightens the interior with the use of light tunnels while brightly 
hued balustrades provide a pop of color throughout the facility’s 
four floors. GlasSeal supplied the toughened HST laminate, 
utilizing Eastman’s Vanceva interlayers for balconies and stairs.

The refurbishment of the Computer Science Lab has helped push 
this once-staid building into a bright and inspiring future for its 
more than 1,000 students and staff. 

About Vanceva®

Producing a broad spectrum of colors and moods that are 

unachievable using stock selections of glass, Vanceva® color 

interlayers by Eastman give architects and designers more creative 

freedom with glass than ever before. Vanceva color interlayers 

can be combined to produce more than 17,000 transparent, 

translucent, or solid color options to help create the desired tone 

and intensity. When Vanceva color interlayers are combined with 

tinted or reflective glass, the design possibilities are nearly limitless. 

No other interlayer brand delivers the complete spectrum of colors 

for laminated glass like Vanceva colors.  
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